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Bitcoin today:
•Decentralized cryptocurrency
•Payments logged in blockchain
•Widely used in practice
→> 200,000 daily payments
→> 12M accounts

Scalability Issues:
•New block every 10 min on average
• Limited to ~10 payments per second

(1) Bitcoin Blockchain

Challenges:
•Find path capacity without reveal-

ing individual channels capacity
•Perform payment revealing pay-

ment value only to users in the path

Our privacy goals:
1. Test Privacy: Only reveal whether there is enough capacity in the path
2. Value Privacy: Reveal payment value only to users in the path
3. Anonymity: Sender and receiver remain unknown to other users

(3) Problem Definition (I): Privacy

Ideas:
•Communication between neighbors. A user only knows her neighbors
•Test operation reveals whether path capacity is smaller than a value v

testSdr({ui}i∈[n],Rcv, v) :
∀i ∈ [n− 1] :

ri← {0, 1}λ

ci← Enc(ekui, ri||ui+1)
rn← {0, 1}λ

cn← Enc(ekun, rn||Rcv)
r0← {0, 1}λ

π ← Pn

Send(Rcv, (r0, . . . , rn))

return (cπ(1), . . . , cπ(n), r0, v) to u1

testuj({ci}i∈[n], r, v) :
∀i ∈ [n] :

if ⊥ 6= Dec(dkuj, ci)

rj||uj+1 = Dec(dkuj, ci)

if v ≤ cap(uj,uj+1)

r := r ⊕ rj
else

s← {0, 1}λ

r := s

return ({ci}i∈[n], r, v) to uj+1

testRcv({ci}i∈[n], r, v) :
Recv(Sdr, (r0, . . . , rn))

r′ :=
⊕

i∈{0,...,n}
ri

if r′ = r

return 1 to Sdr

else

return 0 to Sdr

(5) Fulgor: Test Operation

Implementation details:
•Proof-of-concept in Python
•Path up to 20 users
•Results similar to non-private version

Evaluation:
Computation Communication

test pay
Sender 112± 7.44 ms 10264 B 10244 B

Int. User 96± 5.43 ms 10264 B 10244 B
Receiver 3± 1.2 ms 8 B 8 B

(7) Implementation

A Bitcoin payment channel:
1. Open a channel in the blockchain
2. Several off-chain payments
3. Close the channel in the blockchain

A payment-channel network:
•Network of pairwise channels
•Payment value up to lowest capac-

ity in the path (e.g., min(5,3,4))
•Each channel decreased by pay-

ment value (e.g., pay 1 bitcoin)

(2) Addressing Scalability Issues

Challenge:
•Perform concurrent payments that

use common payment channels in
their payment paths

Our concurrency goals:

1. Two users agreement: Both users agree on their payment channel state
2. Atomicity: All or none of the payment channels in a path are updated
3. Progress: At least one of the concurrent payments finishes

(4) Problem Definition (II): Concurrency

Decentralized payment operation in two phases:

1. Hold coins from sender to receiver
2. Release coins from receiver to

sender

Concurrent payments are prioritized by their identifiers

•Payments with higher identifier are
forwarded first
• If not enough capacity, payment

with higher identifier is queued

(6) Fulgor: Payment Operation

•Fulgor is payment-channel network compatible with current Bitcoin
•Provides privacy properties and non-blocking concurrent payments
•Efficient test and payment operations
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(8) Conclusions


